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Soft-Contact Printing of Nanoparticle-Based Nanoink for Functional Nanopatterns
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A simple solution-based soft-contact printing process that could easily generate sub-100 nm nanopatterns having negligible thickness of residual layer was developed. In this process, the thickness of residual layer could be significantly decreased by controlling the concentration of nanoink or by utilizing nanoink having high curing point. Furthermore, the additional sonication process, introduced to the soft-printing process, could facilitate further decreasing the thickness of residual layer. Consequently, ZnO nanostructures having negligible residual layer were successfully fabricated, and Ag nanostructures having 63.1% average transmittance were demonstrated. We expect that our printing process can be utilized to fabricate semitransparent conductor for various optoelectronic devices by optimizing the dimensional parameters of nanopatterns.

1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, nanomanufacturing has attracted the interests of researchers due to their potential applications to various functional devices such as photovoltaic cells [1–7], sensors [8–10], lithium ion batteries [11], transistors [12, 13], resistors [14], wire-grid polarizer [15–17], and light-emitting diode (LED). Utilizing various lithography technologies like colloidal lithography [18–20], e-beam or ion beam lithography [21–24], and nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [25, 26], a variety of nanostructures could be introduced into the devices for diverse purposes. Using colloidal lithography, which utilizes the monolayer of nanoparticles as an etch mask for pattern formation, a few nanometer scale patterns can be easily accessed; however, the difficulties in controlling long range order of nanopatterns and extending them to large area format have been issues to solve. E-beam lithography also has been widely used to fabricate nanometer scale patterns for which conventional photolithography has resolution limit, but long process time and high cost have limited the application of this technology to large area high density nanostructure fabrication. Different from those technologies, NIL has shown the strong potentials as a next generation lithography technology due to its advantages such as simplicity, low cost, and high throughput in producing even a few nanometers scale high resolution patterns, making this process applicable to mass production. Though NIL was basically pattern transfer process from the nanostructured mold to targeted resist materials when it was first invented, it has evolved into various types of NIL-applied processes until now, which can produce diverse functional periodic nanostructures.

In this work, we have demonstrated a simple soft-contact printing process for functional nanopatterns using nanoparticle- (NP-) based nanoinks. In particular, Ag and ZnO NP systems were selected for our studies due to their usefulness for various applications. For examples, Ag nanopatterns can be applicable to transparent metal electrode
in touch screens, displays, and solar cells to improve their flexibility as a replacement of rigid indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrode [1, 2, 27–32]. Besides, ZnO, which has direct band gap of 3.37 eV and exciton binding energy of 60 meV as a metal oxide semiconductor, is widely utilized as active layer or charge transport layer of LED, field effect transistors, sensors, batteries, and solar cells [11, 33–51]. Our results show that the resolution of our simple printing process can go down to sub-100 nm level and the residual layer of printed nanopatterns can be significantly reduced by simply changing the concentration of NP solution or controlling curing point of NP, the temperature needed to form pristine NP from solution, even without any further processes such as anisotropic etching, which is often utilized to open the residual layer after NIL. Moreover, it is shown that sonication-assisted printing process, introduced in our work, is helpful to further decrease the thickness of residual layer.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Nanoparticle Preparation. ZnO NP ink was prepared according to the previous publication [52]. 4.46 mM of zinc acetate (Zn(O₂C₂H₅)₂) and 0.25 mL of water were added into a flask containing 42 mL of methanol followed by vigorous stirring at 60°C until zinc acetate was fully dissolved. In another flask, 7.22 mM of potassium hydroxide (KOH) was dissolved in 23 mL methanol. Then, the potassium hydroxide solution was dropped into the zinc acetate solution within 10–15 min while minimizing temperature fluctuation. 6 nm diameter ZnO NPs were produced after maintaining the temperature of mixture solution at 60°C for 2 h and 15 min with vigorous stirring. Since as-synthesized NPs are not fully dispersed in the methanol solution, postprocessing is required. The NP solution was centrifuged for 15 min to separate the NPs from the solvent. After discarding the solvent, 1-pentanol (CH₃(CH₂)₄OH) was added to produce 5 wt%, 7.5 wt%, and 11 wt% ZnO NP ink and sonicated for 1 hour. As for Ag nanoparticle, DGP 40LT-15C (curing point: 120–150°C), denoted as low curing point Ag (LCP Ag) hereafter, and DGP 45HTG (curing point: 400–550°C), denoted as high curing point Ag (HCP Ag) hereafter, having different boiling points, were purchased from Advanced Nano Products and utilized for nanopattern formation.

2.2. PDMS Stamp Preparation. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold was prepared as described in previous publication [1]. Polymer resist template (MRI-8030, Microresist Technology GmbH) was prepared by using NIL technique using proper SiO₂ mold having 700 nm period. The PDMS stamp was fabricated by replicating imprinted polymer resist template. PDMS stamp was prepared by two different types of PDMS materials. High modulus PDMS [53] was firstly casted on polymer resist template and cured at 65°C for 5 min. Then, another PDMS (Sylgard-184 Dow corning) was drop-casted and cured at 65°C for 4 h on high modulus PDMS layer to provide the flexible mechanical support to the patterned layer.

2.3. Printing Process. Figure 1 illustrates the patterning procedures of ZnO and Ag NPs by using soft PDMS stamp. In the first step, a few drops of ZnO or Ag NP were dropped on the substrate and covered by previously prepared PDMS stamp. Those samples were pressed for 1 hour with approximately 1 bar pressure and the annealing temperatures were 130°C for ZnO and 150°C for Ag nanoink, respectively. The stamp was then peeled off and the substrate with ZnO nanopatterns was annealed at 170°C for 10 min and then cooled down at room temperature. Meanwhile, substrates with Ag nanopatterns were heated at 200°C for 2 h to check the variation in transmittance.

3. Results and Discussion

SEM images of ZnO nanopatterns, fabricated by soft-contact printing on glass substrates, are represented in Figure 2, and it is clearly shown that sub-100 nm scale nanopatterns can be successfully fabricated using this process. The thickness of residual layer is one of the most important parameters in NIL, needed to be considered to extend the applicability of the resultant nanostructures. To control the thickness of residual layer, the effect of NP concentration on the thickness of residual layer was investigated first. The concentration of NP was changed from 11% to 5.5%, and it was found that the thickness of residual layer significantly decreased and reached negligible level at the concentration of 5.5% (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). Nanopatterns fabricated by ZnO nanoink with 11 wt% concentration have about 670 nm thick residual layer, and it decreased to about 130 nm at 7.5% concentration, consequently almost disappearing at 5.5% concentration.

The thickness of residual layer could decrease by applying sonication process during the printing. ZnO nanoink was printed by PDMS stamp and then immediately sonicated in deionized water to provide better scattering of NPs, which were trapped between stamp and substrate. After 3 min of sonication, the pressurized stamp and substrate samples were heated at 130°C and the same procedure, described in Figure 1, was followed. Figure 3 shows the SEM image of
nanopatterns fabricated by nanoink having the concentration of 7.5 wt%, which gives around 130 nm thickness of residual layer without sonication, showing negligible residual layer thickness with sonication process.

The effect of NP curing temperature on the residual layer was investigated by Ag NP solutions. For this purpose, two types of Ag nanoinks having different curing temperature, LCP Ag and HCP Ag, were utilized, and Ag nanopatterns were prepared by similar process, depicted in Figure 1.

Nanoinks were firstly filtered by 0.45 μm syringe filter to remove impurities and the filtered nanoinks were dispensed over the UV-treated glass substrate to improve wettability of solution. After printing them with a PDMS stamp, the substrate was also heated at 150 °C for 1 hour. After cooling them down to room temperature finally the stamp was peeled off. The SEM images of the resultant nanopatterns are shown in Figure 4, and it is clearly shown that almost residual layer-free nanopatterns can be achieved using HCP Ag NP solution (Figure 4a). It is expected that HCP Ag NP, which can have enough time for them to be assembled due to their high curing temperature, is advantageous to eliminating Ag NP in the residual layer position.

After peeling off the PDMS stamp the nanopatterns were annealed at 200 °C for 2 h, and their transmittance was measured. It was found that the transmittance of Ag nanopatterns from HCT Ag was significantly improved from 46.1% to 63.1% on an average in the range of 400 nm to 800 nm after annealing; however, that from LCT Ag was almost similar even after further annealing (from 41.0% to 43.5% on an average). This may be because Ag NPs, prepared by LCT Ag, are randomly scattered in the trench of nanogratings (Figures 4(b1) and 4(b2)) and those cannot
be efficiently assembled to improve their transmittance after annealing. Different from this, Ag NPs, fabricated by HCT Ag, already formed nanograting structure almost without residual layer (Figures 4(a1) and 4(a2)) and therefore could be efficiently assembled to give more narrow line width during annealing, improving their transmittance.

4. Summary

The residual layer in ZnO nanopatterns could be tuned by controlling the concentration of ZnO nanoink. ZnO nanopatterns having negligible residual layer could be prepared by using ZnO nanoink with the concentration of 5.5%. Furthermore, it was shown that the additional sonication process, introduced to our soft-printing process, could facilitate decreasing the thickness of residual layer of nanopatterns. The effect of evaporation of solvent in nanoink solution on the residual layer of nanopatterns was also investigated. Ag nanopatterns having negligible residual layer were successfully fabricated by utilizing Ag nanoink that had higher curing temperature, and the average transmittance of the resultant Ag nanopatterns could approach 63.1%. It is expected that our approach can be a promising way to prepare semitransparent conductor by further optimizing dimensional parameters of nanopattern, such as width and height of nanostructure, consequently improving the transmittance.
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